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Recorder:

Regulatoryauthorities, SEC, NAIC, etc., have been talkingabout the need to modify
GAAP and statutory balancesheets to more closely reflect marketvalues. Most of
the focus has been on the market value of assets. This session will cover:
•
Current regulatory thinking
•
Problems associated with only looking at assets
•
Practical implications
•
Use of results as a management tool
MR. REED P. MILLER: The topic of market-value balancesheets is really an evolving
topic that has had a lot of attention focused on the asset side of the balancesheet.
The FinancialAccounting StandardsBoard (FASB) has been dealing with this issue
and others have as well. We want to make sure that we emphasizethe importance
of looking at the entire balancesheet, both the asset side and the liabilityside. On
the liability side, it's my perceptionthat there has been significantly less done in trying
to define what is meant first of all, and then take the definitionand actually put it into
practicein definingjust exactly what the market value or economic value of liabilities
might be. Keith Drzal has done an informalphone survey among some insurance
companies, and found that very few companies have really spent much time trying to
define or quantify what we mean by a market value of liabilities. We have a panel
that will discuss a number of the issuessurroundingthis particularissue.
We've assembled a panel that addressesthe issuefrom the perspective of the FASB,
the SEC, from the perspectiveof a publicaccountingfirm, and also from the perspective of a company that has attempted to deal with this issuein a practical sort of way
and has thought through the conceptualissues and tried to apply it in a practical, real
world environment. Wayne Upton joined the Research and Technical Activities staff
of the FASB in July 1984 and now is the project manager on present-value-based
accounting. He's a consultanton other postemployment benefit projects, pension
planaccounting for guaranteed investment contracts (GICs) and reinsurance. Additionally, he's a consultant on a_lFASB projects with regard to their implications for
small business. Bob Stein is the National Director of Actuarial Services for Ernst &
Young and he's also a member of the Board of Governors of the Society of Actuaries. Keith Drzal is an actuary and director in charge of asset-liability
management
at
Allstate Life Insurance Company. In that capacity, he provides in-house assistance to
all profit centers in analyzing product risk profiles, risk-return trade-offs
of alternative
asset classes, and use of derivative securities.
His previous position at Allstate was
director of its GIC profit center.
*

Mr. Upton, not a member of the Society, is Project Manager of the Rnancial
Accounting
Standards Board in Norwalk, Connecticut.
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MR. WAYNE S. UPTON, JR.: I've titled my remarks "The FASB and the Market
Value of Financial Instruments." That is an appropriate title, since the market value of
financial instruments is an element in several topics currently on the Board's agenda.
I plan to touch on several elements of the broad project on financial instruments
before returning to the question of market value. The Board has approached marketvalue questions in two ways:
•

The disclosure of information in notes to financial statements. The exposure
draft that we will discuss deais with disclosure.

•

The recognition and measurement of amounts in the face of the financial
statements. Recognition and measurement is the subject of a narrower project
that focuses on debt securities. I will spend little time on that project, since it
is not as near to completion.

Most of the discussion to follow deals with disclosure. The Board has moved farthest
in disclosure and expects to issue a statement this year. The consideration of market
value, however, is limited to financial instruments. There is no move to market-value
accounting
for nonfinancial
assets like inventory or office buildings.
In addition, many
financial assets and liabilities have been excluded from parts of the project (for the
time being).
A HISTORY OF THE FASB RNANCIAL INSTRUMENTS PROJECT
In May 1986, following requestsby the SEC, the AICPA, and others,the FASB
added a projecton financialinstrumentsto its technical agenda. Many of the Board's
constituentsexpressedconcern that existing accounting literaturewas not up to the
challengespresentedby innovative financialinstruments. In addition, they were
concerned that ad hoc solutionsto individualproblemswould leave financial reporting
without a coherent approach.
This is the largest projectthat the Board has ever undertaken,both in its potential
implicationsend the resourcesdevotedto it. The FASB is not alone in its concern
about accounting for financial instruments. Major projectsare underway in Canada
and Great Britain and are involvingthe InternationalAccounting Standards Committee.
The Board hopes that the project wilt lead to broad standardsthat will aid in resolving
today's questions about accounting for financial instrumentsand questionsthat may
arise in the future. In pursuit of that goal, the Board has tried to focus on financial
instrumentsin general, ratherthan specific types of instruments.
SFAS No. 105, Disclosure of Information about Financ/a/ Instruments with OffBalance-Sheet I_'sk and Financial Instruments with Concentrations of Credit t_'sk,
defines a financial instrument as: ... cash, evidence of an ownership interest in an
entity, or a contract that both: (a) imposes on one entity a contractualobligation (1)
to delivercash or anotherfinancialinstrument to a second entity, or (2) to exchange
financial instrumentson potentially unfavorableterms with the secondentity; and (b)
conveys to that second entity a contractual right (1) to receive cash or another
financial instrument from the first entity, or (2) to exchange other financial instruments
on potentially favorable terms with the first entity.
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This definition includes a variety of assets and liabilities found in insurance company
financial statements, including bonds, notes, and loans. The definition also captures a
property-liability insurer's claim liabilities and a life insurer's provision for
policy benef_s.
It excludes some instruments
that are routinely settled in cash, like
commodity futures contracts, and contracts that require delivery of goods or
services.
The Board began the project as it has others, with disclosure.
In 1987 the Board
issued an exposure draft, "Disclosures about Financial Instruments." That document
would have required a variety of disclosures about off-baiance-sheet
credit risk,
interest rate risk, liquidity, and market values. The 1987 exposure draft met with
considerable
opposition,
in part because of the wide variety of disclosures required.
The Board responded to the comments received, stepped back, and broke disclosure
into several phases. The first phase was completed in March 1990 with the issuance
of Statement 105. In December 1990, the Board issued an exposure draft, Disclosures about Market Value of Financial Instruments," We will return to this exposure
draft in a moment.
As I said, disclosure is the first step. The Board is also moving ahead on other issues
in the financial instruments
project. In August 1990, the Board issued a discussion
memorandum, "Distinguishing between Liability and Equity Instruments and Accounting for Instruments with Charactedstics
of Both."
A discussion memorandum
is a
neutral presentation
of issues and differing views.
It is designed to elicit comment
and gather information,
and not to suggest the Board's position. This is the first of
what promises to be a sedes of discussion memoranda on financial instruments.
A
second, dealing with recognition and measurement of financial instruments, will be
issued in the next few days. A FASB research report, "Hedge Accounting: An
Explanatory Study of the Underlying Issues," was issued in September 1991.
I especially recommend the discussion memorandum
on recognition and measurement
for your consideration.
A professional who deals regularly with a full array of
sophisticated instruments may find little new in this document. The rest of us would
spend a considerable amount for as good an overview of modern instruments and
finance. I know of no other document that so thoroughly examines modern financial
instruments
in the context of their financial reporting
implications.
In particular, the discussion memorandum
pursues the building-biock
approach based
on a set of fundamental financial instruments. Historically, financial reporting has
focused on generic categories of financial instruments - mortgages, bonds, guarantees, and the like. The discussion memorandum takes a cue from chemistry and
looks at financial instruments as a collection of smaller, indivisible parts. Just as a
molecule of water is the combination of two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom,
a financial instrument can be viewed as a combination of fundamental financial
instruments.
A conventional
home mortgage becomes a molecule with 360 unconditional receivables and an option. The Board hopes that viewing instruments
in this
way will help in evaluating accounting issues. This building-block approach, by the
way, is the same technique followed by the "rocket scientists" who design many of
the most innovative
financial instruments.
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The Board has developed a list of six fundamental financial instruments, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unconditional receivables and payables
Conditional receivables and payables
Financial forwards
Financial options
Financial guarantees and other conditional
Equity instruments

A simple property-liability
company.

insurance

contract

exchanges

is a conditional

payable

of the insurance

While the Board's goal was to focus on financial instruments
generally, constituents
have asked for quicker action on specific issues. The Board and staff are currently
working on questions concerning subsequent measurement
of marketable debt and
equity securities, impairment
of loans due to collectability,
measurement
methods
using amortized cost for instruments with prepayment risk, offsetting of certain
contracts, and accounting for reinsurance. All of those projects are important, but the
long-term goal remains a general approach to accounting
for financial instruments.
THE EXPOSUREDRAFT ON FAIR VALUE DISCLOSURE
The exposuredraft on market-valuedisclosureis the centerpiece of our discussion.
This document was issuedin December 1990. The board held hearingsin May 1991
and has been working steadily on the projectever since. That work is substantially
complete, and the staff is preparingdrafts for Board review priorto balloting.
The final statement would requireall entities to disclose informationabout the fair
value of all financialinstruments- assets and liabilities- for which it is practicable to
estimate fair value. The information disclosedincludesthe fair value andthe methods
and significantassumptionsused to estimate fair value. This requirementextends to
all financial instruments,includingthose not recognized in the entity's financial
statements.
Fair Value
The term fair value is a change from the exposure draft, which referred to market
value. Many respondents expressed concern about the application of the term market
value to instruments for which no active market exists. The essence remains the
same. The current working definition of fair value of a financial instrument is: the
amount at which the instrument could be exchanged in a current transection between
willing parties, other than in a forced or liquidation sale. If a quoted market price is
available for an instrument,
the fair value to be disclosed for that instrument
is the
product of the number of trading units of the instrument
times that market price.
This definition of fair value is designed to focus on the going-concern
value of
financial instruments. For a traded instrument, fair value is always equal to quoted
market value. Respondents to the 1987 exposure draft expressed concern that the
then definition of market value connoted a liquidation value. By looking at the value
of a single trading unit, the definition makes it clear that valuation should not be
influenced by the size of an entity's holdings (sometimes called blockage).
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A definition based on single trading units does not imply that all financial assets or
liabilities must be evaluated individually. Groups of instruments may share similar
characteristics and lend themselves to portfolio valuation. This may be true of credit
card receivables or parts of an insurer's GIC portfolio. The objective is to produce an
estimate of fair value based on individual trading units, not necessarily to value
individual
assets or liabilities.
The exposure draft does not provide detailed guidance about how an entity should
estimate fair value. The Board recognizes that many financial instruments
do not
trade regularly or trade only in principal-to-principal
markets.
Those who prepare and
attest to financial statements must make the judgments about methods and assumptions to be used. The exposure draft provides general guidance, including a number
of suggestions
about techniques
that may be appropriate
in particular situations.
Those techniques
include reference to quoted prices of similar instruments,
option and
matrix pricing models, and the present value of estimated future cash flows.
Even traded instruments have a variety of prices that might be described as fair value.
For example, an equity or debt security might be valued at'.
•
•
•
•
•

Asked price
Bid price
Price at last trade (closing price)
Price at last trade (closing price) adjusted for broker's commission
Average of bid and asked price

The definitionof fair value allows any of those amounts.
The general guidancein the exposuredraft is not a cop-out by the Board. Rather, it
is a recognitionthat this is an evolvingarea. New financial instrumentsare developed
every day. Techniquesappropriate for one instrumentmay be unsuitedto another.
The beard also weighed the costs of implementingdetailed guidanceagainst the
benefits of havingtimely informationbased on fair value. An entity may already be
equipped to apply a particular approach, and the board did not wish to impose
additional cost with new or different requirements.
This will lead to some lack of
comparability
among companies.
The beard concluded that the less costly approach
outweighed
the loss of comparability.
Finally, we should note that many have complained about what they see as overly
detailed and specific requirements. We could debate whether some pronouncements
are overly detailed or designed to ensure consistency. Still, this group of constituents
should be pleased by the broad general guidance provided in the exposure draft.
Practicability
The exposure draft introduces the idea of practicability. This is a new notion designed
to avoid excessivecosts that an entity might incur solelyto comply with the requirements of the new statement. Practicabilityis a dynamic concept. What one entity
finds practicablemay not be the same for another. What is impracticablein one year
may become practicablein the future. Practicabilityalso representsa continuum.
Obtainingthe fair value of a traded instrument is always practicable. Obtaining the
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fair value of an interestin a closelyheld corporationmay not be. Between those
extremes lies a wide variety of situations.
If it is not practicableto estimate fair value for an instrumentor class of instruments,
then an entity must discloseinformation about the instrumentsand the reasonswhy
it is not practicable. The exposuredraft also requiredmanagement's evaluationof the
carn/ing amount relativeto market value. Is the carryingamount about the same as,
significantly more than, or significantlylessthan market value? The Board has
tentatively decided to drop this requirement in the final statement.
Exclusions
The exposure draft excludesten classesof financialinstruments, includinginsurance
contracts other than financialguaranteesand investmentcontracts. The exclusion of
insurancecontracts shouldbe of particularinterestto this audience. This is the same
exclusionadopted in Statement 105. It reflectsthe Board'srecognItion of the
difficulties inherent in valuing obligationssubject to risksbeyond those usually
encountered in financialmarkets. This is especiallytrue of the claim liabilitiesand
incurredbut not reported (IBNR) claims of proparty-Ilabilityinsurers. The actuarialand
accounting professionshave not even developedan approachto discountingthose
liabilities,much less estimatingtheir fair value. The Board has two discussion
memoranda that deal with the valuation of insuranceliabilities- the recognitionand
measurement document I described eadler and the discussionmemorandum, "PresentValue-Based Measurements in Accounting."
The exclusion of insurancecontracts is not the same as an exclusionof contracts
written by insurancecompanies. Insurerswrite several contracts that are not
consideredinsurance in the framework of GAAP, includingmost GICs and many
annuity and pensioncontracts. SFAS No. 97, Accounting and Reporting by Insurance Enterpfses for Certain Long-Duration Contracts and for Realized Gains and
Losses from the Sale of Investments, is the controllingdocument. If a contract
satisfiesStatement 97's definitionof an insurancecontract, then it is excluded from
fair value disclosure. If not, it falls within the scope of the exposure draft.
Transition
The Board has tentatively decided that the final statement will be effective for years
ending after December 15, 1992. This is a one-year delayfrom the date proposedin
the exposure draft. Entitieswith less than $150 millionin total assets need not apply
the statement until years ending after December 15, 1995.
SOME POINTS OF INTERESTTO ACTUARIES AND INSURERS
Tm_
The three-year delay for certainentities is straightforward. If the number at the
bottom of the balance sheet's asset column is $150,000,001 or more, then the
1992 date applies. This has an interesting implicationfor insurers. The FASB staff
understands that about a third of the insurancecompanies that are SEC registrantsfall
below the $150 millioncutoff. However, the Board also has a project on its agenda
that addresses the accounting for reinsurance. The cornerstoneof that project is the
Board's currenttentative conclusion that reinsuranceamounts currently reported net,
assets offset against liabilities,shouldbe reported gross. It is not clear whether gross
reporting of reinsurancewill push total assets for soma entities over the threshold.
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Asset-Liability Management
Well-managed insurersare attuned to the relationshipsbetween particularliabilitiesand
assets. Duration matching and similartechniques are clearly important management
tools, but they have limited relevance in establishingthe fair value of assets and
liabilities. A GIC matched by U.S. Treasury securitiesdoes not necessarilyhave a
different fair value from a similarcontract matched by corporate bonds. Unlessthe
assets affect the marketplece's evaluationof the issuer'scredit risk,or asset performance is shared with the holder, the two contracts shouldhave similarfair values.
The objectiveis to estimate value in the marketplace, not value to the entity. The
marketplace cares not about the liabilityagainst which an asset is matched, and vice
versa.
The same notionapplies to the servicingelement present in soma financial instruments. An entity may believe that its cost structure gives it a comparative advantage, or disadvantage, in certain types of financial instruments. Management may see
this advantage as a source of future profits. Again, the marketplace does not reflect
an individual entity's comparative
advantage.
Core DepositIntangibles
The notion of a core deposit intangibleis a term of art in depository institutions. It
refersto the identified intangibleasset representedby customer relationships. The
exposure draft states that entities shallnot consider this intangibleasset in estimating
the fair value of deposit liabilities. Stated differently, the value of a passbook liability
is the amount repayable on demand. On the surface, this prohibitionseems of little
interestto insurancecompanies, but there may be a related issue in some of the
investment contracts covered by the exposure draft. I expect a persistencyassumption will play a role in estimating fair value of those contracts. That seems appropriate over the term of contracts in force. An additionaladjustment, designed to reflect
renewalsor continuing relationshipsbeyond the contract term, would be akin to a
core deposit intangibleand could not be included.
THE OTHER MARKET-VALUE PROJECT
The Board is also working on a projectthat would requireentities to "mark to market"
on the face of the balance sheet certainmarketabledebt and equity securities.
Insurancecompanies already follow this practice for equity securities. The project, as
currently conceived, would extend the practice to marketabledebt securities. Other
financialassets, includingloans and private placement securities,would be excluded.
The Board has yet to settle questionsabout the market value of related liabilities. The
reportingof unrealizedgains and losses- in income or in "dirty surplus" - also
remains unresolved.
Rease note that this project is in addition to disclosure,not instead of disclosure.
A CLOSING NOTE
I have intentionallyavoided a detailed review of the comment lettersand public
hearingson the exposure draft. I do not intend in doing so to minimizetheir importance. The Board adopted severalchanges in responseto comments, as it almost
always does. There is one group of comments, though, that I should address. This
groupasserts that disclosureabout market value shouldnot move forward at all.
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Some suggest that market-value disclosureis not a "cure-all." They are right. It isn't.
Market value information tells little about duration mismatch, relative risk, or liquidity.
No single piece of information serves all purposes or always provides the same
relative benefit to financial statement users.
Some suggest that a market value "snapshot" tells little about an entity. Assets and
liabilities may change by the time financial statements are issued. The respective
market values certainly will. But every balance sheet is a snapshot, a picture of a
frozen moment in time.
Finally, some suggest that market value information is irrelevant. Here I disagree
strongly. The acid test of relevance is the capability of information to influence
decision. Good financial disclosure gives financial statement users the ability to
evaluate management's decisions. Management may choose to hold or to sell
investments, and both may be good decisions in particular circumstances. The user
of financial statements cannot even begin to make that evaluation or act based on
that evaluation, without some information about market value.
MR. ROBERTW. STEIN: The financial community's interest in market value has
increased considerably in recent months, although little has been said about how the
disclosure and reporting initiatives under consideration
would impact the insurance
industry. To help put in perspective the activities of the recent months, let's review
the long history of activity of the AICPA, FASB, and SEC in this area. To understand
the current proposals' possible impact on the industry, the objectives of recent
professional activity is reviewed and a number of significant conceptual implementation and business management
issues are discussed.
The financial community has had market-value disclosure and accounting topics on its
agenda for many years. For the purposes of this discussion, we can begin with
1974.
During the latter part of 1974, the AICPA began to seriously consider
requiring banks to adopt market-value
accounting
for certain portions of their portfolios. As many will remember, at the time, banking portfolios, as well as insurance
company portfolios,
were significantly
underwater.
Despite the obvious impact that
market-value accounting would have had, the AICPA had reason to believe that
banking regulators were supportive of the proposals. That, however, was before
hearing from the chairman of the Federal Reserve, who quickly made it known that
he opposed the proposal and warned that the initiative presented a severe risk to the
U.S. economy and its financial markets. Not surprisingly, the proposal was tabled.
Now, some question the wisdom of the decision to abandon market-value accounting
and disclosure concepts.
In 1987, the AICPA returned to the market value issue with an exposure draft
entitled, "Disclosures about Financial Instruments." The outcry was reminiscent of
the 1974 concerns, complete with warnings about the economic damage that would
result and the likelihood that investors would abandon long-term instruments as they
sought to avoid volatile reported earnings. Once again, the drive for market-value
information
stalled.
Several years later, in March 1990, FASB, in issuing SFAS 105, began to address the
market-value issue. In a sense, SFAS 105 represents a shift in the accounting
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profession's approach to the market-value issue as it addresses disclosure matters and
only in narrowly defined areas.
The pace toward market-value accounting quickened in May 1990 when another
AICPA exposure draft was floated, seeking to unify the accounting for debt securities
held as assets by financial institutions. Once more, market-value accounting proposals were sharply criticized and quickly, but quietly, withdrawn.
The excitement really began in September 1990 when the SEC called for marketvalue accounting for banks. The SEC's near demand for market-value accounting not
only raised the stakes for financial institutions,
but put extraordinary
pressure on the
AICPA and FASB to respond.
Feeling the pressure from the SEC, and having recently aborted the exposure draft on
market-value
accounting,
the AICPA once again turned its attention to the disclosure
of market-value information. And in November 1990 the AICPA issued Statement of
Position (SOP) 90-11 that addressed the disclosure of information by financial
institutions about certain debt securities held as assets.
The AICPA was not alone in wanting to respond quicklyto the SEC intrusioninto the
accountants' domain. FASB, also underattack, issuedan exposure draft in December
1990 that, like the AICPA SOP, retained a focus on disclosure,but had a significantly
broaderscope. And finally, in June 1991, FASB agreedto place a market-value
accountingproject on its already tight agenda.
The accountingprofession'sexperiencewith this issue has been sporadic. A cynic
might sea a series of politically motivated, or at leastexpedient, actions taken to
mollify regulators,rather than dealingwith the legitimate concerns of the users of
financial information. In any event, the professionhas leapt from accountingto
disclosureand back again and has yet to come to gripswith the basic issues.
Where does this leave the insuranceindustry? Allthat must be known to understand
the issues facing the industry is that the FASB exposure draft is concerned only with
the disclosureof market value information, but includesall companies, not just
financialinstitutions,and all financialassets and liabilities. FASB's researchproject on
market-valueaccounting shouldfurther heightenthe industry's concern, particularlyas
the scope of the types of assets included in the study and the treatment of related
liabilitiesremainsuncomfortably vague.
OBJECTIVESOF THE RULEMAKERS
As these steps already have been taken by the accounting profession,it would not be
inappropriateto question the objectivesof the parties. Unfortunately, the objectives
of the parties have not always been clearlystated. For example, the SEC's objectives
do not appear available, except as presented in speeches and press releases.
Nonetheless,as gleaned from the SEC's public comments, some of its objectives
appear to include the following.
First, there is no doubt the SEC is reacting to the S&L crisis, in general, and is seeking
a means of obtaining more advanced notice of troubledsituationsin particular. While
laudable, it is unclearas to whether the proposalsnow understudy would have
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prevented the S&L situation from developing. More specifically, the SEC appears to
be seeking to prevent perceived accounting abuses, including "gains trading" (the
realization of gains on appreciated assets, while avoiding the recognition of losses on
impaired assets) and the manner in which asset impairments are recognized. Clearly
both matters are problems under historical accounting conventions and need to be
addressed.
In fact, there is general agreement that historical accounting for invested assets and
other financial instruments can be deceptive at times. Further, there is a fear that if
accounting information strays too far from economic reality, poor decisions will be
made by those using that information to manage their businesses. Thus, many agree
that a reexamination
of the information
made available to users is needed. But, the
lack of clearly delineated objectives has increased the level of confusion
surrounding
the issue and has prevented the formation of a reasonable basis for evaluating
alternative courses of action.
Not surprisingly, the FASB has more clearly defined its objectives. In general, it seeks
"better" information for the users of financial statements, particularly investors and
regulators.
Their interest is in providing more relevant, useful information
to those
who rely on reported financial information to make decisions about those companies.
In this context, the challenge facing proponents
of market-value
disclosures or
accounting information is the need to demonstrate that the information will in fact be
more useful. Most of the recent discussion on this topic has addressed the bank's
situation. And it is not clear whether market-value accounting for banks is applicable
to the very different business of insurers.
In particular, virtually all of the proposals seem to ignore the basic nature of the
insurance business and the role of the investment function. Unlike traders, insurers
are intermediate to long-term investors that invest to support specific liability structures. Not being traders, the success of the insurance business cannot be reasonably
measured by assuming that all assets must be delivered immediately, particularly if the
liabilities they are funding are not similarly valued. Thus, market-value accounting (and
even disclosures) appears at odds with the fundamental nature of an insurer's
business. Since accounting should reflect the nature of the business and the manner
in which assets are used in the conduct of that business, many observers believe that
market-value concepts are simply not compatible with insurance company operations
and will not provide relevant information to users.
WILL USER UNDERSTANDING BE ENHANCED?
This, of course, is the central question. Will users' understandingof financial information be enhanced or impaired by the disclosuresand market-value accounting proposals now under consideration?While the concept of "user understanding" could be
debated endlessly,the unusualoutcomes that would accompany adoption of the
AICPA or FASB proposalsmay shed light on this question as it applies to insurers.
First, one must recognizethat any accounting proposal will apply only to public (i.e.,
stock) companies. Mutual insurers will not be affected. The result is obvious.
Substantially
different information
will be available for stock and mutual companies
operating in the same marketplace. The impact on their competitive positions is
difficult to estimate, but is sure to be substantial. Further, the remarkably different
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informationwould only confuse the consumer, further damaging the reputation of the
industryand increasingthe costs of already scarcecapital.
Similarly,the possibleeffects on the insuranceindustry regulatoryand company rating
processesare unpredictable. Insurancecompany regulatorscurrently rely on statutory
information,which would not be changed by the accounting profassion'sproposals.
Is one to believethat solvencyregulation would remain based on historiccost
information, even while some segments of the industry were publishingmarket-value
information? Market-value information for stock companies could not be ignored.
The effects of utilizingGAAP information in the regulationof the stock companies and
statutory information in the regulationof mutual companiescannot be predicted.
However, it is a situationthat could not be tolerated.
MANY CHALLENGESHAVE YET TO BE DEFINED
BUt what will the specificproposalsadd to the informationpool? While the proposals
have not yet been fully formed, it is clear that substantialconceptual, implementation,
and businessissuesremain uneddressed.
Many of the conceptual uncertaintiesinherent in the current proposalsmust be
addressedbefore those suggestionscan be seriouslyconsidered. Clearlythe most
important matter is the notion that the merkat value of insurancecompany assets
could be recognized,but that the corresponding market-value liabilitiescould be
ignored. Most observersof commercial banks and, no doubt, virtually all insurance
professionals,would consider the proposal'sfailureto approachthe market-value issue
in a comprehensiveand consistent manner a fatal flaw. Many would consider the
resultsnot only meaningless,but damaging to users. Nonetheless,at this time FASB
appears only willing to consider the concept of consistentlyvaluing related liabilitiesat
market value. In fact, the first proposalfor valuing banks' related liabilitieswas
rejectedas being too complex.
While most observersbelieve it is essentialto value related liabilitiesat market, it must
be recognizedthat market-value concepts represent a fundamental redefinitionof
insuranceaccounting principles. There is no doubt that insurance liability concepts,
expected patterns of earnings, and reported earningswill be dramatically changed by
any market-value methodology. The impact of current proposalsis unclear, as liability
valuation methods have not yet been defined. Nonetheless, there appearsto be no
recognitionof this basic problem and no discussionof it as a fundamental issue.
The current uncertainty regardingthe conceptual basis of the proposalsand their
flexibilityin applicationare likely, if adopted, to create inconsistentreporting over time
within a company and create a lack of comparability among companies. For example,
the applicabilityof the proposalsto various asset types has not yet been made clear,
nor has their valuation processes. Thus, companies may have considerablediscretion
in applying the guidelines. For liabilities,applicability is highly uncertain, Bnd,if
included,valuation methods are not close to being defined. This too suggests that
resultsmay not meet the objectives of enhancing user understanding, but may create
a confusingenvironment,with little uniformity of practice.
From the insurers' standpoint, a more positive aspect of the proposalsis that they
seem to embrace value-edded concepts. While there is unanimityregardingthe
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advantages of value-added reporting systems, these market-value initiatives raise the
question as to whether an enhanced, carefully defined value-added approach could be
developed to better meet the needs of sophisticated users of insurance company
financialinformation.
On a more practicallevel, questionson how to implement assetand liability marketvalue concepts abound. And, as the resolution of these issueswill determine the
balancesto be reported, the way these implementation issuesare addressed will have
profound implicationson the quality of the informationdeveloped.
First, questionshave been raisedregardingthe basicability to value assets at market.
Many do not believe that marketablesecuritieshave specific, reliable values. Many
financialinstruments traded on regulatedmarkets do not have regularlyquoted values
that fall within a reasonablerange. Most disconcertingis that for such instruments,
such as higheyield bonds, market-value indicationsare most unreliable at times of
market uncertainty, preciselywhen users of financialinformation need better data.
Beforeadopting market-value proposals,more attention shouldbe devoted to examining the quality of the data that is being representedas market-value
information.
For other assets of great significanceto insurers,such as private placements and
mortgage loans, there are no publiclyavailable market values. While methods to
compute market values are available,they are highly complex and extraordinarily
sensitive to many assumptions. While FASB staff may view the lack of specific
guidance on the computation of such market values as an advantage of the proposals, it can only lead to a wide and diverse range of practice. As a result, market
values generated by companies are likely to be inconsistentamong variousasset
classes and over time within an asset class. Companies will almost certainly take
different approachesto determiningthe market values for such instruments, resulting
in a lack of comparabil_b/within the industry.
Turning to the practicalapplicationof market-valueconcepts to insuranceliabilities,the
biggest issue is the lack of definition for the marketvalue of such liabilities. Whatever
the outcome, profound reporting changes will result. Two choices for liability market
values are those based on the discounting of cash flows. Following some of the
views expressed with respect to the banking industry's demand liabilities, cash values
easily could be recommended as the basis for the market value of annuity and other
investment product liabilities. Also, individual life liabilities might be valued on a
demand or cash value basis if they are permitted to be valued at their market values.
If discounted
cash flows are utilized, it still must be determined whether a net investment earnings rate or an investor's risk rate of return would be used in the computations. The former would result in a value comparable to a gross premium valuation
and result in the virtual complete front-ending of profrts at the time the business was
written. On the other hand, the use of an investor's risk rate moves towards valueadded concepts and may offer attractive opportunities
to make significant
improvements in the usefulness of financial information.
Whatever the conclusion, the
reporting implications of valuing liabilities at market are immense. Of course, these
changes would apply only to stock companies, as mutuals are not affected.
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Practical barriers will arise no matter what methods are used in computing
liability
market values. All methodologies
are very complex and extremely sensitive to minor
assumption differences. As a result, liability market-value calculations may be largely
unaudltable,
at least on an economical
basis, and, like assets, will produce inconsistencies over time among liability categories and will lack comparability among
companies.
In light of these significant implementation questions, one must challenge fundamental
suggestion that better, more relevant and useful information
will be made available to
the users of financial statements.
Further, FASB should carefully examine the
practical implications to ensure that any proposal meets a reasonable cost-benef_ test.
At present, cost-benefit justification appears difficult to support.
THE EFFECT ON MANAGERS WILL BE PROFOUND
While the conceptual and implementation issuesseem staggering, many believe that
the basic businessissues raised by market-value proposalsdwarf other challenges.
First, all proposals, even those involvingthe full adjustment of liabilitiesto market
value, will produce extreme volatility in reported earningsand capital. In the public
markets, this volatility and uncertainty will cause the cost of capital to rise, fueling an
increase in product prices. The subsequentdeteriorationof the stock segment's
competitive position is almost certain. But is it tikely that mutual companies could
avoid the inferences drawn from the stock company information? Not likely, and, as
a result, an industry already short of capital would be put under further pressure,
Retuming to the basic objectives of the proposals, one is reminded that a basic
premise of financial reporting is that it provides useful and relevant information to aid
users in making decisions. Thus, the availability of market-value information would be
expected to affect management decisions. Some observers are concerned that in
order to avoid the undesirable effects of volatile earnings and capital, basic investment
strategies will be changed. For example, perhaps the industry would abandon the
long-term debt markets in favor of short-term
investments.
Without considering the
impact on the long-term markets themselves, this investment strategy change would
have a significant impact on product costs and prices. While potentially affecting only
stock companies, mutual companies are likely to be influenced by the same evaluations made by an uncertain public.
Because of the importance of the regulatory and rating processes, it is worthwhile to
return to the thought that statutory
information
will be available for both stock and
mutual companies,
whereas market-value data will be available only for stock
companies.
In such an environment,
can solvency regulation remain statutorily
based? Can users of financial information be expected to be able to evaluate the
different and confusing data available for stock and mutual companies? It appears
highly likely that this bizarre situation would create significant uncertainty in the
insurance marketplace. The result of such uncertainty will be a demand for more
capital by an uneasy public, further eroding the competitive
position of the life
insurance industry.
Finally, most believe the insurance industry is slowly moving through a period of
increasing globalization. As international companies compete within a single capital
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market, regulators are struggling to achieve common accounting
standards and
measurement criteria. Adoption of market-value concepts would make U.S. stock
companies unique in the global capital markets and would place U.S. companies at a
decided disadvantage. The importance of the U.S. market and the role of the U.S.
companies in the global market already are in decline. This would just speed up the
process.
It is hard to convey the complexity
and impact of the issues related to market-value
accounting proposals in a few paragraphs. While most agree that additional information must be provided to users, market-value accounting
proposals are unusually
complex and go to the heart of the way the insurance industry manages asset and
liability exposures.
Conceptually, full-market-value accounting has many advantages. But it is also an
extraordinary,
complex undertaking and is not a basis on which one can readily build
a public reporting system.
Regarding the insurance industry, the proposals seem insensitive to the structure of
the industry, ignoring the fundamental
stock-mutual
dichotomy.
Furthermore,
it fails
to recognize the unique feature of the industry, in which statutory information is used
for regulatory purposes and GAAP information is used for investor reporting by stock
companies.
Any proposal affecting only the stock companies must be seriously
challenged
within this context.
The FASB's apparent failure to recognize that market-value
concepts will result in a
fundamental
redefinition
of GAAP accounting
for insurance companies is surprising.
Having just finished the tortuous debate on SFAS 97, it seems incredible that an even
more massive change in accounting and reporting could be proposed, without fully
analyzing the implications
on the reported earnings of the industry.
Improved information
regarding the financial position of insurance companies
is clearly
needed by primary users of financial information.
However, the process that has
been followed to date appears to have been been politically motivated and lacks an
adequate analysis of the issues. While further delay on this issue may result in a
confrontation
between the SEC and FASB during 1992, the dangers of embracing
dramatically
new principles that have not been thoroughly
examined is more severe
than the dangers associated with completing an adequate analysis of the ramifications
of these proposals on the insurance industry.
MR. MILLER: Keith Drzal will try to describe some of the conceptual issues in
practical implications
of trying to implement
a market value or fair value of liabilities.
MR. KEITH A. DRZAL: We've had some lively discussions in my company for the
past year and a half on the topic of market-value accounting.
They have ranged from
the implications of income statement
recognition to disclosure information
only. I
have found that theorizing can be interesting, but attention really peaks when
accounting pronouncements
are made. This appears to be a general viewpoint shared
by other companies. As this process evolves, there will be more discussion arising.
My presentation will touch on some of the issues we have discussed in my firm. I'm
not going to give you a list of all possible interpretations,
with pros and cons of each.
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Instead, I will suggest a process for liability valuation, with supporting arguments
for
its validity. As Wayne mentioned, the disclosure draft is not a cookbook. I'll share
with you an outline for my recipe.
My presentationsummarizes my personal viewpoints. I know some of you will
disagreewith a number of things I will say. I state this with confidence because the
concept of liabilitymarket value is not well developed. I find however that actuaries
have strong, preconceivednotionsabout the topic. Your perspectivewill be affected
by your trainingand background.
I am currentlyan investment actuary and you will find that my viewpoints are very
much influencedby asset valuation. I will state the mechanics to perform the liability
valuation, and you can decide whether you see any merit.
I'll touch on five areas. First, I'll discuss the generalconcept of market value. Then
I'll outline a three-step processfor determining a market value. This involves cashflow projection,the interest rate process development, and interestrate adjustments
for discounting purposes. I think these are important because the exposure draft does
not definethe concept, so as to either direct the mechanics or restrict possible
variations. Implementationof this financialstatement will requireanimated discussion
within each company. Finally, I'll highlightsome implicationsthat I foresee.
MARKET-VALUE CONCEPT
To set a good foundation for the rest of this presentation,we need to establish a
working definition of "market value" or "fair value." Let me proposethis straightforward definition: market value is a value today that is deemed to be equivalent to
the receipt of future cash flows, discounted for the time value of money and the
degree of uncertainty as to the timing and amount of such cash flows. This definition
is true whether we are talking about common stock, reel estate, bends, or mortgages.
It's true if we are investing in such entities, or using them as means of raising cash.
To determine a value we first need to project the future anticipated cash flows.
This
can be straightforward
or it can be very complex, depending on the product.
For
example, it is quite simple for noncallable bonds. It is much more complex for
mortgage-becked securities or collateralizedmortgage obligations (CMOs). Not only
are they complex, but their modeling is based on subjective opinion. But I argue that
asset cash flows are no different than liability cash flows.
Future cash flows of
nonhenefK-responsiveGICs are fairly easy to project. Annuity buyouts and structured
settlementscan be projected with a reasonabledegree of confidence. On the other
hand, single premium deferred annuities (SPDAs) are the adjustablerate mortgages of
the liabilityside of the balance sheet.
Once one has the cash flows projected,a discountingprocessmust be attached.
Most assets and liabilitiesare priced relativeto treasury rates as a benchmark. So too
for liabilities. It's important to remember that to the extent cash flows vary according
to interest rate levels or the path of interest rates,the discounting process must
correspondto the interestrates that give riseto the cash flows. Otherwise, the result
makes no sense.
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One reason an asset market value makes intuitive sense is that we can observe it.
Bonds and stocks trade regularly, so we have feedback as to their value. High-yield
bonds may trade infrequently and private placements or reel estate may not trade, but
we can infer with varying degrees of accuracy their value. How? We can compare
observed values of other issues, or use discounting processes similar to those assets
whose pdces can be observed. This is called calibrating to the market.
A diffK;uity people have with the concept of liability market value undoubtedly stems
from the lack of observed prices. We observe a price when the product is sold. It is
pretty clear what the time value of money is for a GIC at sale. It is less clear for an
SPDA. However, there is information with each sale. This is from whence I view the
liability calibration arising. This is the obsewed liability value.
There is a mirror image between asset and liability values. One person's asset is
another person's liability, and vice versa. The bonds we hold on the asset side of our
balance sheet are held on the liability side of the issuer's balance sheet. Just as we
assign a bond market value as a representation for its current worth, so too would
the issuer assign the same value to its liability. If a company holds a 9% one-year
treasury in an 8% environment, and were to value it at a discounted price of $101,
why wouldn't a 9% one-yeer GIC in an 8% GIC environment also be valued at
81017 If this makes sense, then why wouldn't the liability market value be $1017
Borrowing from the field of physics, I suggest the Law of Conservation of Market
Value. Since in the grand balance sheet of the universe all assets must balance with
all liabilities,so too must the market value of all assets balance with the market value
of all liabilities.
At point of sale, a book value balance sheet equates assets and liabilities. If we sell a
$10,000 SPDA, we book a $10,000 asset and a $10,000 liability (excluding built in
conservatism). At point of sale, the asset and liability are also both at market value.
We choose to invest the cash received in financial instruments or pay expenses. The
policyholder has chosen to give us cash in return for future considerations he deems
to be of comparable value.
This does not mean that we do not anticipate to make future profits. Realized profits
create assets that are balanced by additions to surplus. The book value balance sheet
is net a statement of future profitability. Similarly, I don't believe a market-value
balance sheet should contain a statement of future profitability. The market-value
balance sheet can be interpreted as containing some sort of a statement of relative
profitability. I'll come back to this later with some examples.
The balance sheet provides a point-in-time snapshot. Accounting methodology
controls the degree to which the balance sheets reflect change. A market-value
balance sheet would change rapidly to reflect the changing economic and interest rate
environments. Financial assets and liabilities are obviously quite sensitive to interest
rates.
Asset-liability mismatches are not necessarily reflected or penalized in book value
balance sheets; at least not until events occur that cause recognition, such as asset
sales or write-downs. Other than by varying levels of conservatism built into liability
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reserves, an estimate of gamble from interest rate bets are not part of book value
balance sheets. They can be part of market-value balance sheets.
Potential impacts from changes in credit risk do not highlight themselves on the asset
side of book value balance sheets until they are "other than temporary."
Credit
exposure differs from interest rate exposure, in that the decline in asset market value
due to credit risk is not immediately
offset by changes in liability value. Obviously,
recent declines in high-yield bond and real estate values are of interest to policyholders
and lenders, and they would like to understand their potential impact.
Credit perception
changes affect not only assets, but also liabilities. The marketplace
is telling us something if company A can sell a GIC at 9%, but company B requires a
bid of 9.25% to be competitive.
The market, whether efficient or not, assesses the
creditworthiness of each of us everyday. Shouldn't this information be incorporated
into a statement of company value?
CASH-FLOW PROJECTION
I'm going to briefly discussthe concepts used to value assets today, but I won't go
into tremendous detailsof option pricingtheory. I do this for two reasons. First,the
theory of asset valuation (and particularlyfixed-income valuation) has been the subject
of a greet deal of researchover the past decade. How better to begin rationally
discussingliabilityvaluationthan by understandingthe current state of the art of asset
valuation? After all, are not our liabilitiescut from the same mold? Second, I believe
that assets and liabilitiesmust be valued consistentlyto have any hope of producing
market-valuebalance sheetsthat are remotely deemed to be of any value. FASB has
the same concern. Let me quote from the exposuredraft. "The Board'sdecision to
requiredisclosuresabout market value of financial liabilitiesis based on its belief that
the informationwill complement the market-valueinformationprovidedfor financial
institutions. Users of financial statements will be able to assessmore completely an
entity's management of market risk."
The simplestasset valuation is one of noninterest-sensitivecash flows. You can think
of a noncallabletreasury or corporate bond. The value today is merely the summation of spot-rate or zero-coupon discountsof each future cash flow. For treasuries
the discount rate isthe treasury spot rate. For corporate bonds the discount rate is a
treasury spot rate plusa spread,which representspredominantlya premium for credit
exposure.
In the case of callableor putable bonds, quite often a lattice or tree of future interest
rates is used to model possible future states. Since the cash-flow payment is
independentof the prior interest rate path, but is determined solelyby the interest rate
level assumed to exist at that time, a backward discountingmethod can be used. I
won't go further into the details,since it is not directlyapplicableto liabilities.
The third method of valuation is Monte Carlo interest scenario modeling. This is
necessary for assets likemortgage-backed securitiesand CMOs, sinceprepayments
are a function of the then current interest rate and the outstanding mortgage
balance, which depends on the entire prior history of interest rates,thus the term
path-dependent.
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I'll distinguish
between
fixed and flexible liabilities on the liability side. Fixed liabilities
(generally) have noninterest-sensitive
cash flows. Examples are GICs, annuity
buyouts, and structured settlements. Obviously, benefrt responsiveness in GIC contracts will be affected by interest rate levels. One might argue that unlimited participant rights to book value withdrawal create a market value that always equals book
value. The theory is consistent with a put option value, which rises and falls as
interest rates rise and fall. Each company will have to determine the extent of option
value it believes it has in its GICs and thus the degree of market-value
fluctuation that
results. However, when one starts to look at the practicalities of a market-value
process, GICs are likely to be valued as noninterest-sensitive,
with some adjustment
for the benefrc-responsiveness feature. A somewhat simple and straightforward
method to use is spot-rate discounting of a vector of future cash flows.
INTERESTRATE PROCESS
The interest rate process is used to discount cash flows and is a necessary component in the development of anticipated interest-sensitive cash flows. As I see it,
consistency
between asset and liability valuation is at the crux of the interest rate
process. A cash flow is a cash flow whether or not it appears on the asset or liability
side of the balance sheet. The valuation of each cash flow should be consistent.
That does not mean identical in terms of a discounting rate. Obviously, particular
asset discount rates will differ from those of asset cash flows. The point is, except
for these differences,
the underlying process should be fundamentally
identical.
For noninterest-sensitive cash flows, spot-rate discounting is appropriate. The most
obvious example is the GIC yield curve. A GIC yield curve is an example of a spot
curve. It differs from the treasury spot curve, due to factors such as insurer credit
perceptions,
liquidity, and supply and demand.
If five-year GIC rates are yielding 50
basis points over the five-year treasury spot rate, then that is a reasonable representation of a discount rate for the insurer's book of five-year GIC cash flow.
When one begins to discuss interest-sensitive
cash flows, such as a block of SPDA
liabilities, the question takes a sizeable leap into complexity. BUt the complexity of the
process does not provide grounds for inconsistency.
Future SPDA cash flows must
be modeled under multiple scenarios. Once we have this matrix of cash flows and
interest rates, we continue the asset analogy by discounting the cash flows in each
scenario by the interest rate path of that particular scenario.
The average present
value over all scenarios provides a market-value
representation.
Because of the
interest-sensitive nature of these liabilities, the multiple scenario process is necessary
to capture the embedded option value.
There is obviously an infinite number of future interest rate scenarios that can possibly
be generated. Are there guidelines that can help distinguish an appropriate set of
paths from an inappropriate set? The answer is yes. Again, remember the necessary
condition of asset and liability consistency.
An appropriate
set of interest rate paths
to generate and value liability cash flows is one that reasonably prices assets. Use an
asset option pricing model to value the liabilities. Now this is not exactly a viable
solution. There is work being done to extend asset-based models to incorporate
simultaneous liability modeling, but much work remains. On a practical level, I
suggest that you test the interest rate generation process you use for liability valuation
to ensure that it reasonably reproduces asset prices. A simple test would be to see if
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it reproduces treasury prices. This is termed calibrating to the treasury market. Your
model yield curve generator probably has variables that control mean reversion,
reflection points, and stepwise volatility. Treasury calibration focuses on mean
reversion, which controls the central tendency of the process. It does not specifically
calibrate volatility, which requires comparison
to prices of optionable securities and is a
higher level test. Even more complex is the question of model inconsistency,
which
allows for possible arbitrage situations.
But these are beyond the scope of this
discussion.
You will now begin to sea the point of potential greatest controversy. The calibration
of the yield-curve
scenarios to the observed asset marketplace
incorporates the
current shape of the yield curve. The yield curve is the marketplace average representation for the time value of money. Interest rate scenarios used in asset pricing follow
what is termed the risk-neutral environment. Future interest rates are simulated to
vary around a central tendency, which follows the forward interest rate curve. This is
also known as the expectation hypothesis for future interest rates. Now, this is
where I normally begin to hear moans and groans. This does not mean that you
have to believe the expectation hypothesis, which suggests that forward rates are the
best indicator of future interest rates. This is not to say that you cannot have what is
called a risk preferential view of a different outlook for future interest rates. You and
your company can price products on a risk preferential outlook.
The concept
1.
2.
3.

I'm emphasizing

here is based on the following

three points:

Assets have a currently widely accepted valuation process and liabilities do
not,
I heartily suggest and believe that assets and liabilities be valued consistently.
The marketplace representation for the time value of money should be used to
produce unbiased results for liability market values.

SPREAD ADJUSTMENT
One final piece of the puzzleis the spread-to-treasuryadjustment to calibrate to the
nontreasurymarketplace. This produces a relativevalue. That is to say the price of a
corporate bond for the same coupon and maturity is lessthan that for a treasury
bond, due to the existence of numerousfactors, the most predominant being perceived credit risk. The most widely used process is a fairly simple one, where a
constant spreadis added to the treasury discount rates. This is termed an optionsadjustedspread(OAS). An analog of the OAS can reasonablybe added to the
scenariosof treasury rates. These then become the rates used for discounting liability
cash flows. The final question is how to determinethe liabilityOAS. This is theoreticallydifficult to do precisely, but a simplifiedprocess can be performed. An asset
OAS is determined by calibratingto observed prices. Liabilityobserved pricesare new
businesssales. This representsan acceptance in the marketplace for the product as
quoted. One can model future anticipatedscenariocash flows usinginterest rates
consistent with a forward curve walk and then determiningthe spread-to-treasury
adjustment that causes the discountedvalue to equate to the initialdeposit. This
spreadcan then be used to discount projectedfuture cash flows generated from the
in-force block. The obvious drawback is that the new businessproduct may not be
identicalto the in-force liabilitiesin such things as surrendercharges. BUt the purpose
is to find a spreadthat measures the marketplacerisk premium for your company and
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general product line. The specific characteristics of in-force liabilitieswill be captured
in projected cash flows.
EXAMPLES
To try to get some flavor of market-valuebalancesheets,it is usefulto model simple
asset and liabilityportfolios. Let's assume we sold a five-year compound GIC with a
guaranteeof 9.5% (Chart 1). On that date, the five-yeartreasury spot rate is 9.0%
(effective annually) so we sold the GIC at a 50-basis-pointspreadto treasuries.
Further assume we simultaneously invested the proceeds in a five-year zero-coupon
bond, with an effective annual yield of 10%. The asset is priced with an OAS of
100 basis points, and our margin is 50 basis points.
Chart 1 is a graphical representation. There are only four actual cash flows. The
$10,000
deposit receipt and its simultaneous Pond purchase are on the left. The
Pond and GIC maturity proceeds are on the right. The $363 represents future net
proceeds from the transaction. The curved lines connecting the points represent the
GIC fund balance and a constant yield-bond accrual. Conversely and synonymously
they also represent the present value of future anticipated cash flows at discount
rates commensurate with both asset and liability markets at point of sale. In other
words, they are market values given the initial interest rate environments. The fact
that they equate at issue does not mean a zero-profit scenario. We know we will
have $363 of excess cash flow.
I've now assumed an instantaneous upward movement of 200 basis points in all
yields (Chart 2). The asset market value has declined to $9,137.
Since we are
exactly matched, the liability market value has declined to the same value (except for
latitude I took with rounding). This is a reasonable result and exhibits the need to
reflect liability value changes in conjunction
with asset changes.
A slightly more interesting example is one where a mismatch exists (Chart 3). Here
we support a five-year compound GIC with a seven-year zero-coupon bond. I've
assumed the bond returns 10.25% effective annually. On a book value basis, the
bond will accrete in five years to a level to produce a $547 profit. This is valid
assuming the bond can be sold for that value, either externally or internally via
disintermediation.
If interest rates were to rise 200 basis points instantaneously,
we would see the asset
and liability market values slipping (Chart 4). Due to the mismatch, the asset declines
in value more than the liability, producing a surplus of ($320). Does this suggest this
block of business will lose $320? No. It suggests that relative to the base case
expectation of profit, the block will provide $320 less present value of profit. This is
a relative statement.
Coincidentally,
at the five-year point, the asset accretes to the
liability value. If the asset is sold at this price, asset and liabilitycash flows will
equate, producing zero profit (excluding expenses and contingency charges). We
took a risk by mismatching,
and it looks like an unwise decision.
Wfthout belaboring the point, let's examine one last scenario (Chart 5). Let's go back
to our matched example and assume that both the five-year treasury spot and zerocoupon bond rates rise by 2%. Suppose that due to insurance company credit
concerns, a flight to quality occurs and the current five-year GIC rate rises only
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1.75%. We see that in the matched situation, the liability market value exceeds the
asset market value by $101. What does this suggest? The current GIC market as
measured for this company allows a 75-basis-points
margin (assets earning 12%,
liability crediting 11 °25%). However, the in-force block is returning only a 50-basispoints anticipated margin. Thus, again we have a relative valuation statement. The
in-force block is less profitable than new business.
Now this sounds a bit strange. If the company was one whose credit quality was
impugned, and the market required a guarantee of 11.75%, the results would have
been different.
Because new business spreads are less than in-force business
spreads, the asset market value would have exceeded the in-force liability market
value. Does this make sense? Yes and no. Try viewing it from the perspective of
the pension plan holding the GIC as an asset. If all else remains constant, and the
quality of a creditor appreciates, the value of that fixed-income asset appreciates. The
perceived likelihood of timely payment of maturity proceeds has increased. This is
true for bonds and should be true for insurance company liabilities. Conversely, if the
assumed likelihood of final payment has decreased, then the liability market value
should also decline. If one views the liability market value from this perspective, the
example makes some sense. However, insurance company management will be
concerned about financial statement user inferences. The fact is that market value of
surplus declined will likely be viewed as a sign of weakness and not strength as
suggested.
Furthermore,
consider the situation where valuation laws increase strain and this
results in increased pricing margins. This can cause liability discount rates to be
reduced and thereby increase in-force liability market values.
IMPLICATIONS/INTERPRETATIONS
As I stated, I don't believe that the presentvalue of future profitabilityshould be
incorporatedinto balance sheets. Since we are valuing assets and liabilitiesusing
spreadsto treasuriesfrom their respectivemarkets, the market-valuebalance sheet
incorporates adjustments that equateto a relative profitabilitystatement. With liability
spreadsderived from company-specificcompetitive levels,the particularcompany
market value will increaseor decrease for that company's products. All else equal,
this suggests that a strong company would have a lesser market value of surplus. Of
course, this comparison must really incorporatethe asset market-valuedifferences.
Most likely the market perceptionswould be influenced by the asset portfolios. The
weaker company would likely already have experienced a market-valuedecline. We
cannot make an a prioristatement regardinga market value of surpluscomparison.
Also, how liabilityspreads caused by regulatory matters such as statutory strain need
to be considered.
We noted that asset-liability mismatches would result in greater volatility of results.
This is the type of information financial statement users desire and find lacking in
book value financials.
Are all conclusions from the results correct, and are all correct conclusions interpretable from the results? Unfortunately, no. The assets and liabilitiesthat are marketvalued are not in balance, so no proper market value of surplus calculation is possible.
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Furthermore, life-contingent liabilities, such as annuity buyouts, are not included.
Assets supporting
these liabilities are likely much different in duration from most other
insurance company assets. Financial statement
users may infer improper conclusions.
Consolidation
of results will result in less appropriate
comparisons,
unless the company actively seeks to add clarity.
After having done some modeling on
financial statement
users will arrive at
than profound insightful statements.
company managements.
But at least

our assets and liabilities, I find it very likely that
erroneous and questionable
conclusions,
rather
The release of this data will cause concern for
it provides a first step in the process.
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